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Abstract: An emerging polycentric spatial structure in China’s mega cities has been confirmed in
the literature, but few studies have addressed the linkage between the change in spatial structure
and urban development policies. Using Beijing as a case study, this paper examines the role of
urban polycentric planning in the polycentric evolution process from a morphological perspective.
We observed that urban polycentric planning significantly promoted the emergence of a polycentric
urban form in Beijing’s metropolitan area from 2001 to 2010. Firstly, most of the planned subcenters
were identified as real employment subcenters by a relative threshold method in 2001 and 2010 and
comprised the majority of the employment subcenters. Secondly, the planned subcenters significantly
increased their employment share and influence on employment and population distribution
from 2001 to 2010, and their performances referring to these aspects were much better than the
unplanned subcenters. Thus, our findings provide evidence that changes in urban spatial structure
can be strongly affected by urban development policies, although it is determined by market forces
in theory.
Keywords: employment subcenters; polycentricity; urban polycentric planning; Beijing

1. Introduction
Changes in urban spatial structure are a critical issue because of the social, environmental,
and economic impacts involved [1]. Recently, a polycentric urban structure is considered to be
useful for alleviating the increasing urban diseases, such as traffic congestion, air pollution, and a
lack of affordable housing, and then contribute to the environmental and social sustainability of
urban development.
In China, polycentric development has aroused wide interest in urban development practice and
academic research. Due to its fast urbanization, China’s mega cities have been suffering from the
high pressure of population concentration in the city centers, and this phenomenon is often blamed
on the monocentric spatial structures. Inspired by the polycentric practice and research on Western
cities, China’s urban planners firmly believe that polycentric development has become a necessary
choice for mega cities. Therefore, urban planning, the main carrier of urban development policies,
in many large and mega cities has adopted a polycentric spatial development strategy, that is, planning
a number of urban subcenters in the suburban areas. At the same time, with the establishment of
the land market in the 1980s, the land price in the city center has been soaring, which forced many
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industries to move to the suburbs [2]. Thus, these planned subcenters have supplied development
space for these decentralized firms, which significantly promotes the employment growth in suburbs.
Many studies, mainly empirical studies examining population distribution and land prices [2–9],
have investigated the polycentric spatial structure in China’s mega cities, and a few studies have
done this from the perspective of employment distribution [10–12]. These studies have demonstrated
that many mega cities in China have been experiencing polycentric development resulting from
the emergence of subcenters and the increasing intensity of development in the suburbs. However,
few empirical studies have related the emergence of polycentric spatial structure to urban polycentric
planning; thus, the question of whether urban polycentric planning has promoted the emergence of
polycentric spatial structure in China’s mega cities largely remains unclear.
Using Beijing as a case study, this paper aims to investigate the role of urban polycentric planning
in the process of emerging polycentric spatial structure by answering the following two questions:
Have the planned subcenters evolved to real subcenters? And how have the planned subcenters
performed, especially compared with the unplanned subcenters? To achieve this objective, we first
identified employment subcenters in 2001 and 2010 and then analyzed the spatial match between the
identified subcenters and the planned subcenters. Next, we compared the planned and unplanned
subcenters in terms of employment growth and the subcenters’ effects in structuring employment and
population distribution. This paper may contribute to the understanding of how urban development
policies or plans influence the spatial distribution of economic activities and inspire cities that also aim
to establish a polycentric spatial structure.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief literature review of the debate on
polycentricity and its driving forces. Section 3 introduces the polycentric practice in China’s cities,
and Section 4 presents the methodology. Section 5 indicates the results of the identified employment
subcenters and urban spatial structure change. The conclusion and discussion are presented in Section 6.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Concept of Polycentricity on an Intra-Urban Level and Its Measurement
According to our review of the literature, polycentricity is a flexible concept regarding the
definition of spatial scale and how to describe it from various perspectives. The intra-urban scale
is a spatial level that scholars have described as the traditional notion of polycentricity, that is,
the distribution of economic activities in a metropolitan territory is determined by multiple nodes
instead of a single node [13]. On this scale, the concept can be conceptualized from the morphological
and functional perspectives. Although the coexistence of more than one urban center is supposed to
be the shared characteristics in both cases, differences exist. The morphological perspective describes
the spatial distribution of cities or towns in terms of population and employment [14,15], whereas the
functional perspective examines the interaction of these places in terms of knowledge-based flows of
people, goods, and information [16,17].
Thus, polycentricity on an intra-urban level can be measured from these two perspectives.
The morphological refers to the spatial distribution of economic activities across a region.
The measurement has been traditionally related to the decentralization of employment, namely,
the appearance and identification of centers in metropolitan areas that once were monocentric [18].
The analysis of the relative and absolute job growth of these centers relative to the traditional main
center and the remainder of the area has also been conducted to examine the spatial pattern of
employment. Additionally, scholars have argued that how the density gradient associated with
centers, such as employment and population distribution, has changed over time is more important to
confirm the polycentricity of a metropolitan area [19,20]. Notably, a combination form is often adopted
to explore whether a monocentric spatial form has transformed into a more polycentric form or a
dispersed form.
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The functional dimension starts when there are functional linkages among the centers of an urban
system [21,22]. In empirical research, the method is typically to measure the commuting flows of people
between the centers of the polycentric region. In addition to the distribution of these flows, the key
point of analysis is the direction of the linkages among the centers. An equal balanced distribution
and two-way flows among centers are the indicators of polycentricity. Several approaches have been
developed in empirical studies, such as the entropy index [17], a network density indicator [23], and a
gravity model [24,25]; however, although an increasing number of studies have considered functional
polycentricity, research on the subject is still in the development phase.
2.2. Spatial Outcomes, Markets Forces, and Planning Tools
The spatial structure and its changes can be affected by factors from two main aspects:
market forces and urban development policies. As discussed, in the transformation process from
monocentric to polycentric, the most significant feature in a morphological perspective is the
emergence of employment subcenters [26–28], and it has often been explained in the view of new
urban economics theory, which argues that the tension between “agglomeration economies” and
“agglomeration diseconomy” determines the growth of employment subcenters [29,30]. Specifically,
firms will relocate from the city center due to its agglomeration diseconomy and tend to locate
proximal to other firms to gain considerably more benefits, such as knowledge spillovers and services
sharing; additionally, then some nodes will gradually grow into subcenters [18]. The locations of
these subcenters are often places with certain advantages, such as high accessibility to labor and low
transportation costs, and the number of subcenters largely depends on the possibility of replicating
the economies agglomeration that existed in the central business district.
Additionally, the prediction of the emergence of a dispersed pattern was also based on the
discussion of validity or otherwise of the agglomeration economies [29,31,32]. The main argument has
been that the improvements in private transportation and telecommunications reduce the importance
of agglomeration economies; thus, the employment tends to increasingly disperse in the spatial.
Although market forces are building cities in the long run, the governments can also influence the
employment subcenters’ growth with policy tools, including land use allocation and management,
infrastructure investments, and taxation [33,34]. These tools can indirectly shape city spatial structure.
For example, increasing land supply and enhancing the accessibility of the suburbs can promote
the decentralization of employment from the city center, contributing to the formation of subcenters.
By contrast, the measures that reduce traffic congestion, enhance land use efficiency, and limit urban
expansion in the suburbs may help the city maintain a monocentric urban form.
In some East Asian countries, urban development has always been strongly affected by state
planning policies [35–37]. For example, in Tokyo, transit construction supported by a government
development project serves as a means of intervention to regulate cities and has produced a strong
influence on the spatial structure. In Seoul, the government has employed state-led land and housing
development to construct multiple new towns, which has largely promoted the formation of a
polycentric city region.
In China, the land use system has given the planners significant power to regulate the development
of cities. The land use is strictly controlled by the governments, and the agricultural land can be used for
urban construction only after land acquisition by the government [38,39]. In this case, the government
has the absolute power to decide the location and use of urban land development. After acquisition,
the land use right transfers to land users through bidding and auctions; however, this method of
transfer is mostly used in commercial and residential land use. Industrial land is sold according
to the so-called “agreement transfer”, which makes the industrial land price much lower than its
market value. This situation further strengthens the influence of the government on the geographies of
industries [40,41].
Infrastructure construction is another instrument for China’s urban planners to affect the
development of cities. The government not only controls the construction of the road networks,
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including subway lines and highways, but also most of the hospitals, schools, and parks—all of which
can be used to shape the distribution of employment and population.
In summary, urban forms are largely determined by market forces in the long term; however,
they can be strongly affected by urban development policies or plans. In China, though it has been
transforming from a planned economy to a market economy, the government can employ several
policy tools to strongly influence the spatial structure. These tools have been employed by many
large or mega cities’ urban planners to achieve polycentric development. Thus, it is of both academic
and practical value to research whether these plans have enhanced the emerging polycentric spatial
structure that was basically driven by the market forces in theory [35].
3. Urban Polycentric Planning Practices in China’s Cities
Polycentricity as a planning concept was introduced in China at the end of the twentieth
century. The early attempt to apply polycentricity started in several mega cities (e.g., Beijing and
Shanghai) and aimed to overcome the increasing rates of urban diseases in the city centers. Since then
polycentric development has been adopted by other large and mega cities in their spatial development
strategies [42,43]. On an intra-urban level, the practice was guided by so-called urban master planning,
which mainly includes two levels of planning: the city region and the metropolitan area. Nevertheless,
the polycentricity practice on an intra-urban level is mainly in the metropolitan areas: the central city,
its urban–rural fringe, and some rural areas.
As outlined, on an intra-urban level, polycentricity application often refers to the development
of multi-centers in one region; therefore, fostering a number of urban centers has become one of the
main aims to achieve polycentric development. This idea can be observed in several terms used in the
urban master planning of mega cities, for example, multi-cores, multi-centers, multi-clusters, clustered
spatial layout, and multi-spots. In addition, the main functions of these centers such as commercial
centers for industry development have also been defined. However, the plans have considered the
connections among the main center and subcenters while the connections among subcenters have been
largely overlooked. In this sense, the practice can be viewed as morphological polycentricity planning
more than a functional version.
Among these mega cities, Beijing is a typical one which has carried out two rounds of master
plans both referring to polycentric development [44]. The 1991–2010 vision outlined a “decentralized
cluster style”. In this proposal, besides the existing old city, the urban area also consisted of ten
edge clusters which were mainly planned to accommodate the expanding population from the city
center. Fourteen satellite towns in the suburb area and some development zones were also established
as supplements of decentralized development. At the same time, the planning paid attention to
controlling the development of the city center. However, with the continued expansion of the city,
the city center merged completely with the edge clusters [45], indicating that this practice has been
largely unsuccessful. The 2004–2020 vision continued the idea of decentralized development and two
major instruments were adopted. One was to promote the development of a number of development
zones or high-tech industrial parks, such as Zhongguancun, Shangdi; another was to establish 11 new
towns, which were the former satellite towns, to attract the relocated population and industries from
the city center. The development zones and the new towns, in essence, played the role of subcenters.
To enforce the connections between the city center and these subcenters, many rapid transportation
lines were constructed.
These planned subcenters have advantages and disadvantages in their development processes
compared with other areas. Regarding the advantages, firstly, the planned subcenters are already
in a position to receive urban construction land, and this provides them with a solid foundation to
attract firms. Secondly, the government provides considerable financial aid to support the construction
of traffic facilities, which can significantly increase the accessibility of these subcenters in just a few
years. Last but not the least, the new-industry firms, especially high-tech firms, have usually been
required to locate in these planned subcenters. On one hand, these subcenters can continue to attract
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additional firms to expend their size; on the other hand, the existing firms often have a relatively high
growth potential.
Regarding the disadvantages, some of the development zones are located in remote suburban
areas featuring poor development foundations and lacking facilities. Although the government strongly
supports the construction of traffic facilities, public services lag behind due to the single industrial
development function, which leads to a poor attraction of highly skilled labors [46,47]. The planned
new towns are in a similar situation, although they are much better than the development zones.
From the perspective of the relationship of these development polices and market forces, fostering
the development of several employment subcenters is largely in line with the market logic. The land
market reform in the 1980s has led to the booming development of commerce in the city center,
which has significantly raised the land price. The high land price forced many industries in the city
center to move to the suburbs and also prevented the new industries from entering into the city center.
In this situation, the industries have a strong willingness to get development space in the suburbs.
At the same time, these industries also tend to locate proximal to other firms rather than dispersing in
spatial. Thus, the planned subcenters can supply development space for these industries and will be
also of benefit to their spatial agglomeration. In other words, the urban form tends to evolve into a
decentralized pattern under the market forces, and these polycentric development policies may boost
this evolution process.
4. Methodology
The analysis starts with the identification of employment subcenters by a threshold method.
To answer the first question, the spatial location of identified employment subcenters is matched
to the planned development zones and new towns to determine whether these planned areas have
grown into subcenters. For the second question, we first compared the employment growth between
the planned and unplanned employment subcenters. Then we established a common polycentric
model to investigate the subcenters’ influence on structuring the spatial elements distribution,
including employment and population. A similar comparison was also conducted. The higher
employment growth and stronger influence of the planned employment subcenters indicate the
higher effective degree of the urban polycentric planning in the evolution process.
4.1. Research Area and Data
The research area of a city’s spatial structure is often the metropolitan area; however,
the metropolitan area of Beijing is not clear. Beijing’s metropolitan area has been defined by its
twelve districts: two districts in the central city, four districts in the inner suburbs, and six district in the
outer suburbs. This definition is based on the administrative boundaries of the municipal districts and
may be too large because it comprises many mountainous regions and areas too remote to commute
to the central city (Figure 1). For example, the distance from areas within the Fangshan district and
Mentougou district to Tiananmen is greater than 70 km.
According to our understanding of Beijing, we define the research area as the area within the 6th
Ring Road and a 10 km outer buffer zone (the average radius is 35 km) (Figure 1). First, this scope is the
main developed area of Beijing and comprises approximately 80.9% and 74.5% of the total population
and firms in 2010, respectively. Second, the area is a reasonable commuting scope; according to
bus-pass data, the majority of transportation flow occurs within this area [48]. Third, this area contains
most of the planned subcenters (i.e., the development zones and new towns), except for the four
remote new towns, namely, Pinggu, Miyun, Yanqing, and Huairou. Thus, it is a reasonable research area
for this study.
The employment data are from the registered enterprises and institutions in 2001 and 2010,
and supplied by the Beijing Industry and Commerce Bureau [11,49]. The collected information
includes enterprise and institutional names, addresses, employees, turnover, and registered capital.
Table 1 presents the number of enterprises & institutions and employment in our research area.
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To calculate the employment density, we first defined the research units. Streets (or towns)
To calculate the employment density, we first defined the research units. Streets (or towns) have
have often been used as research units in the literature; however, streets (or towns) are too large to
often been used as research units in the literature; however, streets (or towns) are too large to identify
identify the employment subcenters, given that their average area is approximately
22 km 2.
the employment subcenters, given that their average area is approximately 22 km2 . Therefore, we used
Therefore, we used the road network data to produce a number of blocks as the research units. After
the road network data to produce a number of blocks as the research units. After excluding certain
excluding certain blocks without employment, we identified 1183 research units from 2001 and 1225
blocks without employment, we identified 1183 research units from 2001 and 1225 research units
research units from 2010. Next, we calculated the employment density of the units.
from 2010. Next, we calculated the employment density of the units.
The population data are from censuses on the populations at the street level conducted in 2000
TheDue
population
data
censuses
the populations
at the street
conducted
in 2000
and 2010.
to changes
inare
thefrom
boundaries
ofon
streets
and their borders
beinglevel
unclear,
we merged
and 2010. Due to changes in the boundaries of streets and their borders being unclear, we merged
certain streets in the 2010 map to match those in the 2000 street map. As a result, our research units
certain190
streets
in the 2010 map to match those in the 2000 street map. As a result, our research units
included
streets.
included 190 streets.
4.2. Identifying Employment Subcenters
4.2. Identifying Employment Subcenters
Since the reform in 1980s, Beijing has experienced rapid population growth and urban sprawl.
Since the reform in 1980s, Beijing has experienced rapid population growth and urban sprawl.
The city center has grown beyond the scope of “the old city” (Dongcheng and Xicheng) in the urban
The city center has grown beyond the scope of “the old city” (Dongcheng and Xicheng) in the urban
landscape, and its scope is unclear. In the 1991 version of the city master planning, the area within
landscape, and its scope is unclear. In the 1991 version of the city master planning, the area within the
the 4th Ring road was designated as the city center. In this paper, we also define this area as the city
4th Ring road was designated as the city center. In this paper, we also define this area as the city center.
center. Some studies have argued that the areas within the 4th Ring road are actually a large
Some studies have argued that the areas within the 4th Ring road are actually a large employment
employment center, and the spatial distribution of employment density shows that these areas are
center, and the spatial distribution of employment density shows that these areas are more similar to
more similar to an integration region [11].
an integration region [11].
Several methods have been adopted to identify employment subcenters in metropolitan areas;
Several methods have been adopted to identify employment subcenters in metropolitan areas;
however, for the analysis of subcenters over time, the threshold method is usually preferred [19].
however, for the analysis of subcenters over time, the threshold method is usually preferred [19].
Moreover, Muniz et al. argued that instead of specifying fixed numerical values, a relative threshold
Moreover, Muniz et al. argued that instead of specifying fixed numerical values, a relative threshold
is particularly appropriate when employment has grown significantly between different years [50].
is particularly appropriate when employment has grown significantly between different years [50].
He selected those municipalities with a gross employment density higher than the metropolitan area
He selected those municipalities with a gross employment density higher than the metropolitan
average and accounted for at least 1% of the total metropolitan employment as subcenters. The
employment of Beijing has also grown significantly between 2001 and 2010; thus, the relative
threshold is more suitable for identifying subcenters in Beijing. This paper uses the following
standards of thresholds to identify subcenters.
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area average and accounted for at least 1% of the total metropolitan employment as subcenters.
The employment of Beijing has also grown significantly between 2001 and 2010; thus, the relative
threshold is more suitable for identifying subcenters in Beijing. This paper uses the following standards
of thresholds to identify subcenters.
Dt ≥ D (average value of the research area)

(1)

Et ≥ 0.5%E (total employment of the research area)

(2)

Dt is employment density of the research units, and Et is the total employment of the contiguous
high density units at time t.
4.3. Employment Subcenters’ Influence and Changes
In a polycentric model, the most important symbol is the emergence of employment subcenters,
and the access to the agglomeration economies generated by them is limited by distance. To test the
employment subcenters’ influence, a simple and common polycentric model has been established [20,50].
LnD (d TAM , dSUB , d X ) = α + γd TAM + δdSUB_ nearest + µd X + ε

(3)

D(dTAM ,dSUB ,dX ) is the employment density or population density of units; dTAM , dSUB_nearest and
dX are the distance from a unit to Tiananmen, the inverse distance of the nearest subcenter and X (X is
the infrastructure, such as subway station or highway interchanges), respectively.
To be clear, the dummy variables of the distance to the infrastructure fit the model better than
the continuous variable. In this paper, we include dummy variables that equal one when a unit
is within 1 km and between 1 and 3 km of the infrastructure. Some of the variables’ descriptive
information is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive of the variables.
Variables

Express

Type

Descriptive

distance to Tiananmen

DTAM

successive

distance between the location of the Street
Committee and Tiananmen

inverse distance to the
nearest subcenter

Dsub

successive

using the geometric center of employment
units and location of the Street Committee of
population units to measure the distance

distance to subway stations
between 0–1 km

dsubway1km

dummy

Subway stations operating in period t

distance to subway stations
between 1–3 km

dsubway3km

dummy

Subway stations operating in period t

distance to highway interchanges
between 0–1 km

dhighway1km

dummy

Highway includes ring roads and radial roads

distance to highway interchanges
between 1–3 km

dhighway3km

dummy

Highway includes ring roads and radial roads

Model (3) can be estimated by the ordinary least square and a significant and negative value of the
coefficients (γ < 0 and u < 0) would indicate that employment density or population density decreases
with the distance increasing from these variables. For the inverse distance to the nearest subcenters,
a significant and positive value (δ > 0) of the gradient has the same meaning. Additionally, the higher
the absolute values of these coefficients, the higher the influence of these variables on employment
and population distribution.
To test whether the influences of the planned and unplanned subcenters are significant and how
they change over time, the samples assigned to the planned and unplanned subcenters have been
estimated, respectively.
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5. Results
5.1. Analysis of Identified Subcenters
Figure 2a,b and Table 3 present the results of identifying employment subcenters in 2001 and 2010.
The main findings are summarized as follows.
First, employment subcenters increased in number and size from 2001 to 2010. The number of
employment subcenters increased from 9 in 2001 to 13 in 2010. Most of the subcenters experienced
significant growth in employee number and share, and the growth rates of some employment
subcenters exceeded 150%. Two subcenters’ employment numbers and share declined, namely,
Mengtougou and Shijingshan. Fengtai showed a decline only in employment share, and this may
be related to the relocation of several huge industrial firms during this period, like the Capital
Metal Factory.
Table 3. Employment subcenters and their growth from 2001–2010.

Name
Daxing
Mengtougou
Tongzhou
Changping
Shunyi
Fangshan
Olympic park
Shijingshan
Shangdi
Jiuxianqiao
Fengtai
Balizhuang
Yongding
Yizhuang
Tianzhu

Identified Subcenters
2001
√
√
√
√

×
×
√
√
√
√
√
×
×
×
×

2010
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

×
×

Employment Amount
(Ten Thousands)

If Planned
New town
New town
New town
New town
New town
New town
Development zone
Development zone
Development zone
Development zone
Unplanned
Unplanned
Unplanned
New town
Development zone

Employment Share (%)

2001

2010

Change (%)

2001

2010

Change

6.43
12.02
6.18
4.92
4.12
3.00
6.43
15.30
9.91
11.50
14.47
3.25
3.98
3.52
2.85

11.98
8.67
13.35
13.37
11.92
8.65
17.90
14.35
34.03
40.45
14.68
8.23
8.83
6.23
4.33

86.3
−27.9
116.0
171.7
127.0
188.3
178.4
−6.2
243.4
251.7
1.5
153.2
121.9
77.0
51.9

0.78
1.46
0.75
0.60
0.49
0.36
0.78
1.86
1.20
1.40
1.76
0.52
0.48
0.43
0.35

0.89
0.64
0.99
0.99
0.88
0.64
1.33
1.06
2.52
3.00
1.09
0.61
0.65
0.46
0.32

0.11
−0.82
0.24
0.39
0.39
0.28
0.54
−0.80
1.32
1.60
−0.67
0.22
0.17
0.03
−0.03

Table 4. Employment subcenters’ changes in employment share (%).
Subcenters 2001

The city center
New towns
Development zones
Subcenters
Unplanned
Sum
Rest area

Subcenters2010

Change 2001–2010

2001

2010

Change

2001

2010

Change

57.0
3.59
5.24
1.76
10.59
32.41

58.3
4.39
7.91
1.09
13.39
28.31

1.30
0.80
2.67
−0.67
2.80
−4.10

57.0
4.59
5.24
2.76
12.59
30.41

58.3
5.03
7.91
2.35
15.29
26.41

1.30
0.44
2.67
−0.41
2.70
−4.00

1.30
1.44
2.67
0.59
4.70
−6.00

Second, although the subcenters demonstrated the most growth in employment, they had less
power compared with the city center. Employment subcenters had a more significant growth during
the period (Table 4). The 10.59% employment was concentrated in employment subcenters in 2001,
and the same employment subcenters’ percentage increased to 13.39% in 2010: an increase of 2.80%.
When we added the new subcenters, the employment share of subcenters increased to 15.29% in 2010;
however, the employment share of the subcenters was 15.29%, that is, a low percentage compared with
58.3% of the city center.
Third, most of the identified subcenters were the planned ones in the urban polycentric planning
and only three were unplanned. The results from the spatial location match between the planned
subcenters and identified subcenters indicated that four of seven new towns were employment
subcenters in 2001, and this number grew to 6 in 2010. Four development zones were employment
subcenters in 2001 and 2010, except Tianzhu. By contrast, only one employment subcenter was
unplanned in the map in 2001, and this number increased to three in 2010. Notably, these subcenters
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Figure 2. (a) Employment subcenters in 2001. (b) Employment subcenters in 2010.
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5.2. Employment Subcenters’ Influences and Their Changes
5.2.1. Employment Density
The results of all samples are shown in Table 5 (specifications (1) and (2)). The coefficients of the
distance to Tiananmen and the subcenters are significant and their absolute value is larger from 2001
to 2010, indicating that Tiananmen and the subcenters both increased their influence from 2001 to 2010.
This finding is consistent with the results of employment growth: employment tends to concentrate in
the city center and subcenters.
The results of the planned and unplanned subcenters are presented in specifications (3)–(4)
and (5)–(6), respectively. Regarding the planned subcenters, the effect of the distance to the
planned subcenters was significant in both 2001 and 2010, and its value increased from 2001
to 2010, indicating that the planned subcenters extended their influence on employment distribution.
Regarding the unplanned subcenters, their effects were not so significant in 2001 and then significant
in 2010; simultaneously, the coefficients also increased from 2001 to 2010. These findings also indicate
an increasing effect of these unplanned subcenters.
Compared with the planned and unplanned subcenters, the coefficients of the planned were much
higher than that of the unplanned in 2001 and 2010. According to the means of the coefficients,
this result indicates that the planned subcenters have more power in structuring employment
distribution than the unplanned subcenters.
The control variables, in general, have a significant and positive effect on employment distribution,
and the distance to the subway seems to have a larger influence than the distance to the highway.
This may be because of the rapid construction of the subway network during the period and the
congestion of ground traffic.
Table 5. The result of employment distribution.
All Samples

Constant
dTAM
dsub −1
dsubway1km
dsubway3km
dhighway1km
dhighway3km
Adjusted R2
F test

Planned Subcenters

Unplanned Subcenters

2001 (1)

2010 (2)

2001 (3)

2010 (4)

2001 (5)

2010 (6)

6.755 ***
(34.53)
−0.073 ***
(−12.47)
2.067 ***
(5.49)
1.760 ***
(9.82)
0.933 ***
(6.28)
0.689 ***
(3.47)
0.278 ***
(2.62)
0.415
97.88

7.728 ***
(35.00)
−0.094 ***
(−15.01)
3.595 ***
(9.86)
1.842 ***
(9.36)
0.871 ***
(5.39)
0.545 ***
(4.45)
0.103
(0.92)
0.429
113.45

5.502 ***
(21.44)
−0.041 ***
(−5.31)
3.864 ***
(7.61)
1.426 ***
(3.42)
1.034 ***
(3.70)
0.754 ***
(5.15)
0.357 ***
(2.70)
0.332
85.12

6.621 ***
(25.72)
−0.076 ***
(−9.95)
4.497 ***
(9.79)
1.797 ***
(9.36)
1.066 ***
(3.75)
0.581 ***
(4.04)
0.170
(1.29)
0.364
110.32

8.482 ***
(28.52)
−0.117 ***
(−12.67)
0.560
(1.06)
1.447 ***
(5.71)
1.093 ***
(5.27)
0.311
(1.72)
−0.114
(−0.66)
0.487
88.69

9.905 ***
(24.39)
−0.205 ***
(−12.68)
2.015 ***
(3.70)
1.351 ***
(5.75)
0.444 **
(2.24)
−0.178
(−0.78)
−0.396
(−0.88)
0.596
108.32

Note: *** and ** denote a 1% and 5% significance level, respectively; and t values are in parentheses.

5.2.2. Population Density
The results of all the samples are shown in Table 6 (specifications (1) and (2)). The coefficients
of the distance to Tiananmen are significant in both specifications, and the absolute value increased
from 2001 to 2010, indicating that Tiananmen’s influence on population distribution also increased.
By contrast, the effects of subcenters were not significant in 2001 and then became significant in 2010,
that is, the subcenters gradually affected population distribution.
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The results of the planned and unplanned subcenters are presented in specifications (3)–(4)
and (5)–(6), respectively. The effects of the distance to the planned and unplanned subcenters were both
not significant in 2001 and then became significant in 2010, indicating their influences on population
distribution increased. When comparing the planned and unplanned subcenters, the coefficients of the
planned were more significant and had a larger value than that of the unplanned. Thus, the planned
subcenters have more power in structuring population distribution than the unplanned subcenters.
The effect of the control variables is generally significant, and the subway has a larger effect on
population distribution than the highway. Moreover, in specifications (5)–(6), the effects of the subway
and highway were insignificant in 2001, and the effects of the subway became significant in 2010,
whereas the highway still had a weak influence. There may be two reasons for these phenomena.
On one hand, the not-planned subcenters are relatively proximal to the city center and have a
convenient road network that reduces their dependence on the highway and subway. On the other
hand, the construction of subways has prioritized enhanced accessibility of planned subcenters
followed by the other areas; thus, the subway around the not-planned subcenters may not have been
sufficient to produce a strong effect in 2001.
Table 6. The result of population distribution.
All Samples

Constant
dTAM
dsub −1
dsubway1km
dsubway3km
dhighway1km
dhighway3km
Adjusted R2
F test

Planned Subcenters

Unplanned Subcenters

2001 (1)

2010 (2)

2001 (3)

2010 (4)

2001 (5)

2010 (6)

8.603 ***
(19.61)
−0.064 ***
(−8.36)
0.233
(0.31)
0.860 ***
(3.65)
0.958 ***
(4.80)
0.686 **
(2.45)
0.540
(1.75)
0.652
59.97

9.168 ***
(22.53)
−0.081 **
(−7.30)
1.326 ***
(3.86)
0.789 ***
(4.07)
0.727 ***
(3.99)
0.770 ***
(2.97)
0.693 ***
(2.75)
0.717
80.76

8.492 ***
(17.90)
−0.050 ***
(−6.96)
0.207
(0.21)
0.771 **
(2.62)
1.044 ***
(4.41)
0.777 **
(2.31)
0.579
(1.78)
0.614
43.20

9.168 ***
(16.57)
−0.076 ***
(−3.96)
1.581 ***
(4.38)
0.941 ***
(3.04)
0.562 **
(2.14)
0.804 ***
(2.64)
0.693 **
(2.60)
0.660
40.20

11.166 ***
(11.48)
−0.094 ***
(−3.27)
0.731
(0.98)
0.498
(1.29)
0.161
(0.48)
0.007
(0.31)
0.071
(0.78)
0.609
10.04

10.118 ***
(16.57)
−0.134 ***
(−4.97)
1.138 **
(2.24)
0.636 ***
(3.44)
0.886 **
(4.69)
0.124
(0.54)
0.485
(0.60)
0.672
22.10

Note: *** and ** denote a 1% and 5% significance level, respectively, and t values are in parentheses.

6. Conclusions and Discussion
In China, urban polycentric plans have prevailed in Chin’s mega cities since the late 1990s.
Although the recent literature showed that a polycentric spatial structure has been emerging in China’s
mega cities, few have investigated the role of these plans in the evolution processes. Using Beijing
as a case study, this paper explores the effects of urban polycentric planning on the evolution of
spatial structure by examining the growth of planned subcenters and their influences on structuring
employment and population distribution.
Our results showed that polycentric planning significantly promoted the transformation of
urban forms in Beijing’s metropolitan area. First, most of the planned subcenters grew into real
employment subcenters by 2010 and are the majority of the identified subcenters: eight of the nine
identified subcenters in 2001 and ten of the thirteen identified subcenters in 2010 were the planned
subcenters in urban master planning. Second, the planned subcenters have higher employment
growth and a stronger influence on employment and population distribution compared with the
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unplanned subcenters. In other words, the performance of planned subcenters is better than that of
the unplanned subcenters.
We argue that the success of planned subcenters results from the same work direction between
market forces and government interventions. With the development of land markets, industrial
and residential land uses in city centers gave way to commercial development [6]. In other words,
market forces pushed the industries to the suburban areas. Under this case, the plans designate the
agglomeration location for the industries, namely, the development zones and new towns. The strong
support of land use and infrastructure construction from the government contributes to the rapid
formation of these subcenters.
Our results also showed some not successful points in the planning. First, the city center continues
to increasingly influence employment and population distribution, although the planning tried to
decentralize its employment and population. The employment share of the city center grew from 57.0%
in 2001 to 58.3% in 2010; and the absolute value of its coefficients in the polycentric models all increased,
indicating employment and population tends to concentrate in the city center. This result can also be
explained by the relationship between market forces and government interventions. To obtain the
benefits of an agglomeration economy, the commercial or service industries, which can afford high
land prices, tend to concentrate in the city center. Thus, the government interventions are in opposition
with the market forces. Although the government controls the land supply, they can still increase
development space by enhancing land use efficiency.
Second, the planned subcenters have a relatively weak effect in structuring population distribution.
Although the effects of planned subcenters on employment distribution were both significant in 2001
and 2010, their effects on population distribution became significant until 2010. This result may be
related to the function of the planned subcenters, that is, many are the development zones that aim to
decentralize the industries in the city center.
In conclusion, by examining the growth of the planned employment subcenters and their effects in
structuring urban elements, this paper demonstrates that urban polycentric planning has promoted the
emergence of a polycentric urban form in Beijing, and provides evidence that urban spatial structure
can be strongly affected by urban development policies, although it is determined by market forces in
theory. Regarding policy implications, we suggest government policies fully consider the law of the
market to achieve better effects. In Beijing, we also suggest that additional public services proximal to
subcenters should be constructed to further enhance the effect of the planned subcenters in structuring
population distribution. These measures may increase the overall efficiency of the city as well as its
social wellbeing, and then contribute to urban sustainable development. In future, more studies should
discuss the polycentricity of China’s cities from a functional perspective to increase the understanding
of urban spatial changes and improve spatial plans.
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